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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
The wolves are attacking! 

	 Now, after a bit of time, the pack of wolves has breached the city 
limits. They have raided a grocery store, and have tried to attack a house. No 
cats have been hurt, but Coffee’s military troops are almost here. These 
wolves are a very big problem. They are approaching the area of the best 
armored houses though, and we can already predict that there is going to be 
a big and bloody fight.


	 Some wolves have stepped tentatively into Judy’s yard, but jumped 
back in alarm after sharp spokes came out of the ground. The wolves made 
their way around those, and then started throwing themselves against the 
door of Judy’s house. That was it for Judy - she ordered her kittens to stick 
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Image above - Lunch, 
who doesn’t want 
wolves to destroy her 
home.
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their spears out the windows to drive back the 
wolves, and that they did. The wolves retreated, 
but kept coming back. 


	 North had seen a couple of wolves near 
his house, and he noticed something odd. Most 
of them were scrawny, with ribs showing. North 
called the police to report this, and the police 
agreed with North. If these were just hungry 
wolves, they could be herded back to the forest. 
The police asked for volunteers to drive some 
cars pushing the wolves back into the forest, 
and the wolves were slowly but surely moved 
back to their rightful home. However, they 
whimpered in fear even after the cars left. That 
was peculiar for sure. 


	 This morning, a hiker found the corpses 
of the full pack of wolves, all 17 of them. They 
called the police to report it, and then waited for 
them to arrive. The police checked out the 
scene, and then decided to have an autopsy 
done on one of the wolves. The autopsy 
determined failure of all organs the cause of 
death. The other wolves had died the same way. But it isn’t common to see 
failure of all organs at once - and it might be impossible if 17 wolves died the 
same way, and probably at the same time. This made the police look around 
to see if there was something watching them, but there was none. However, 

in the end, the police called the case a killing. 


	 This is an odd case, because there is 
almost nothing that can kill 17 starving wolves 
at once, let alone make their organs fail. If there 
is a spirit though - this could get interesting. 
The police are definitely open to ideas - but it is 
looking increasingly like the works of a being 
formerly unknown to catkind. This might get 
interesting in the coming time, and most cats 
have decided that they want to keep the armor 

on their houses on - just in case. But if this is a spirit that killed the wolves, 
armor might not help.


	 Subscribe again for more on this mysterious situation!
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Image above - Judy, 
who wonders what 
might have killed 
those wolves.

“If the house is 
armored, devices 
are charged, and 
there are snacks, 
I’m happy.” 

 - LUNCH, DESCRIBING HER 
DREAM SITUATION
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